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If L is a field extension of K and V is an L-vector space, when is it possible to 
find in a K-hyperplane in V some L-hyperplane? If the L-dimension of V is at least 2, 
then this is possible for every K-hyperplane in V iff L is a finite degree extension of 
K. If L is infinite over K and if V is large enough, there will always be K-hyperplanes 
in V which contain no L-subspace of countable codimension. A study of K-linear 
functionals on V which factor through L is also given. Some explicit examples of 
K-hyperplanes which contain no L-hyperplanes are provided. 
1. THE PROBLEM 
Suppose K is any field and L is some field extension of K. Any vector 
space V over L can, of course, also be regarded as a K-vector space. 
Heuristically, the hyperplanes in V as a K-vector space are larger than the 
hyperplanes in V considered as an L-vector space. It is natural to wonder 
how these two kinds of hyperplanes fit together. By a routine construction 
one can easily extend any L-hyperplane to a hyperplane over K. The reverse 
problem, which has some rather surprising features, will be the subject of 
this note: 
(Q) If H is a hyperplane in V as a K-vector space, does H contain a 
hyperplane in V regarded as an L-vector space? 
It is clear that there is no real loss of generality if we restrict attention to 
the case 0 E H. One then easily sees that a K-hyperplane H through 0 
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contains a unique largest L-vector subspace, namely 
fi={vEH:X0EHforallAEL} 
Thus when the answer to (Q) is yes, the solution is unique. 
Let us consider briefly the case K = R, the real numbers, and L = C, the 
complex numbers. As Bohnenblust and Sobczyk [l] observed in their exten- 
sion of the Hahn-Banach theorem to the complex case, every real linear 
functional f: V+Iw on a complex vector space V can be associated with a 
complex linear functional 
f(x)=+)-if(ix). 
Since f(x) = Reg(x), it follows that the real hyperplane determined by f 
contains the complex hyperplane determined by f. Thus the answer to (Q) 
is yes for all hyperplanes in this case. 
As we shall see below, the only essential fact in the above example is that 
C is finite dimensional over Iw: 
(A) If dim,VZ2, th en every K-hyperplane in V contains an L-hyper- 
plane if and only if L is a finite degree extension of K. 
To sharpen the “o_nly if’ part of this result, we shall investigate the 
possible size of H. If H is not a hyperplane, how large can its codimension 
be? The main result of this paper implies the following: 
(B) If dim, L is infinite (possibly only countable infinite) then there is a 
K-hyperplane H in some vector space V over L such that codim,l?=~, the 
cardinality of the continuum. 
The geometric question (Q) also has an algebraic side, as illustrated by 
the example above. A positive answer to (Q) may be interpreted as saying 
that a certain K-linear functional on V may be “factored” through an 
L-linear functional. In the third section of this paper, we shall investigate the 
collection of all such “factorable” K-linear functionals. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Since L may be regarded as a K-vector space, it has an algebraic dual L* 
over K. Now L* certainly is a K-vector space, but it can also be given an 
L-vector space structure by defining for h E L and ‘p E L* the product 
(A 9) = Q4w forall xEL. (1) 
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Since ‘p is K-linear, restriction of this product to scalars from K yields the 
usual product in L*. 
PROPOSITION 1. If H is a K-hyperplane in V, then codim,I?< dim=L*. 
Proof; Pick any L-basis for fi and extend it to an L-basis B for V. Let 
A = B-H. Select some K-linear functional q on V whose kernel is H. Now 
for each a EA, consider the K-linear functional ‘p, defined on L by 
cp, : A-f04 forall AEL. 
We claim that these are independent over L in L*. Were this not so, 
then we could find (pr,..., ‘p, (‘pi = QI% for some a, E A) and nonzero scalars 
A r,...,h, in L such that 
A,qJ,, + * . * +&-q&=0 in L*. (2) 
Let u=A,a,+*-* +&,a,,. For any hE L, we get 
cp(Xo) = ‘p(G%) + . . * + 9GJ%) 
=o bY (2). 
Hence UE A. But by the choice of A, no nonzero linear combination of 
elements of A should he in fi. Hence we are forced to conclude that no 
dependence (2) can hold and that {qua : a E A} is L-independent in L*. 
Therefore 
codim,Ei= [Al <diqL* 
and the proof is complete. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf W is an L-subspace of V fnd codim, W< dim, L*, 
then there is a K-hypeqdune H in V with W= H. Furthermore, W is the 
intersection of all such hyperplunm H. 
Proof. Extend any L-basis for W to an L-basis B for V, and let 
A = B-W. By hypothesis, there is a one to one correspondence between A 
and some set of L-independent functionals in L*: 
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For each a E A, let IT, be the coordinate of u E V with respect to the basis 
B for V. Then define a K-linear map $J : V+K by 
For each u E V, this is really a finite sum, since u has only finitely many 
nonzero coordinates. 
By choice of A, T,(W) = 0 for any w E y so W lies in the K-hyperplane 
H = ker$. Now suppose there is some u E H-W. We can write 
u=X,a,+*** +&&+w, 
where a, E A and w E W. Since u E Z?, for each X E L we get 
o= $(Au) = r&(X,X) + * . - + r&(&X) + +qAw) 
yielding an L-linear combination of the cpi( = Q). Since the QI~‘s were chosen 
to be independent, it follows that A, = . . * =X, ‘0, so u = w E W. Hence 
A-w. 
To establish the ancillary assertion in the proposition, just note that given 
any x E V-W, we could have chosen A with x E A and cp,( 1) = 1. n 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf dim,L is finite, then dimLL*= 1. Zf dim,L is an 
infinite cardinal d, then 
dim, L* = kd, 
where k=IKJ, the cardinal of K. 
Proof. Fix any nonzero K-linear functional q on L. The map A+A*cp is 
K-linear from L into L*. Furthermore, it is one to one, since only OE L is in 
the kernel. If dim, L is finite, then dim, L = dim, L*. Thus the above map is 
onto. That is, every element of L* is an L-multiple of cp. Hence dim, L* = 1, 
establishing the first assertion. 
Now if d is infinite, then by a result of Kaplansky and Erdos [3], 
dim, L* = kd. Let n ‘dim, L*. Then by a standard dimension result [2], 
kd=dim,L*=(dim,L*)(dim,L)=n-d. 
Since d is infinite, n-d = max{ n, d }. Also since k > 2, d is strictly less that kd. 
Thus the case n-d = d is untenable, and we must have n = n-d = kd. H 
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Assertion (A) now follows from Proposition 1 and the first part of 
Proposition 3. 
Assertion (B) follows from Proposition 2 and the second part of Proposi- 
tion 3, together with the observation that kd > c since k > 2 and d > No 
The proof of the main theorem below is also immediate from the 
preceding propositions. 
THEOREM 1. If dim, L = d is infinite, then for any L-su@pace W of V 
with codim, W < IK Id, there is a K-hyperplane H with W= H. In fact, W is 
the intersecti? of such K-hyperplanes. Moreover, for any K-hypevplane H 
in V, codim, H < ) K Id. 
3. AN ALGEBRAlC ANALYSIS 
Let V* denote the dual of V as a K-vector space, and let V’ denote the 
dual of V as an L-vector space. We shah say that T E v* factors through L 
provided there is f E V’ and ‘p EL* such that 
w = cp(f(u)) for all uE V. 
PROPOSI-~ION 4. T E V* factors through L if and only if the K-hyper- 
plane H(T) = ker T contains an L-h_ype$une. If T ~0 has two fQctorizations 
as in (3), say, T= qf and T=@f, then fbr some X#O in L, f=Af and 
+=A-$ 
Proof. Both assertions are obvious if one recalls that ker T contains at 
most one L-hyperplane and notes that if the f for the factorization is known, 
then cp is defined by 
v(A) = T&d 
where u, is any point such that f ( oo) = 1. n 
Thus one can investigate the structure of those K-hyperplanes which 
contain L-hyperplanes by studying the set Q(V) of all functionals in Vr that 
factor through L. [We include the zero functional in @(V) for completeness.] 
When dim, L is finite, we have seen that Q(V) is all of v*. When dim, L is 
infinite, Q(V) fails to be a subspace of V*; however, we can describe the 
structure of the maximal subspaces of @p(V). They are of two types: 
(C) For any f #O in V’ , let 
@(fiV)={TEV*:T=vfforsomecpEL*}. 
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(D) For any cp#O in L*, let 
Q(V;cp)={TEV*:T=+$forsomefEV’}. 
If V* is given an L-vector space structure by a definition analogous to 
(l), then it is clear that sets of the above two types are actually L-subspaces 
of v*. It is possible to distinguish the two types topologically. To do so, we 
endow K with the discrete topology and then consider v* in the topology of 
pointwise convergence. 
PROPOSITION 5. Subspaces of type (C) are closed in V*, whereas sub- 
spaces of type (D) are dense in V*. 
Proof. +( fi V) consists of all T E v* such that T(u) = 0 for all u E kerf. 
Hence @(f, V) is an intersection of subbasic closed sets in V*. 
To see that @( V;cp) is dense, we must show that, given S E v* and 
finitely many points ui, . . . , u,,, there is some f E V’ such that vf(u,) = S(q) for 
each i. Let A be the span of ui, . . . , u,, over K, and let A* be the dual of A 
over ZZ, Since cp #O, there is some A E L such +ht q(A) #O. For any point 
a#0 in A there is some f E V’ such that f(a) =A. Hence qf(a)#O. It follows 
that the restrictions qf IA form a subspace of A* which separate the points of 
A. Since A is finite dimensional, this subspace must be all of A*. Hence 
SI‘4 = qf IA for some f E V’. H 
PROPOSITION 6. lf T,, T,, and T, - T, are all factorable through L, then 
TI and T, lie together in some subspace of type (C) or type (D). 
Proof. J;et Ell,,,H,,H, denote, respectively, the kernels of T,, T,, and 
TI - T,. If H1 = H,, then clearly TI and T2 lie together in some type (C) 
LI A I ,. 1 
subspace. If H, #,H2, then H, n H, has L-codimension 2 and H, n & is a 
proper subset of H3. In this case, we shall show that TI and T, lie together in 
a type (D) subspace. 
Select any u E 9s that is not in A, n Ei,. Then u is in neither fir nor ti,. 
Thus in the factorizations TI = ‘pl fi and T2 = ‘pz fi. we may choose the ft so 
that J(u)= 1. Th is f orces q,(X)= T$Iu). But Xu E H3 for all X in L, so 
T,(Au) - T&W) = 0. Thus ‘pl = ‘pz. n 
THEOREM 2. Euey maxim& K-subspace of Q(V) is either of type (C) or 
of type (D). Each T#O in (a(V) lies in exactly one subspace of type (C) and 
in exactly one subspace of type (D). The K-linear span of Q(V) cons&s of 
all T E v* such that ker T contains an L-linear subs-pace of finite L-codi- 
men&on in V. 
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Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 6 and the second 
from Proposition 4. 
Suppose T E V* with H = ker T and codim, Z? finite. Any L-basis for fi 
can be enlarged to an L-basis for V by the addition of finitely many new 
basis vectors, say, a,, . . . , a,. For each i, define ‘pi in L* by QJ,@)= T&z,). Let 
ff E V’ be the L-coordinate functional at a,. Now any u in V can be written 
as 
u=fi(u)al+*- +f,(u)u,+w 
for some w E Z?. Thus since T(w) = 0, we get 
T(u) = v,f,b) + - . . + (PRfn(4 
Since cp,$ E @a(V) for each i, T is in the span of Q(V). 
Conversely, if T is in the span of Q(V), then ker T contains the intersec- 
tion of the kernels of some finite number of functionals factorable through L. 
Hence ker T contains the intersection of a finite number of L-hyperplanes. n 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
The proof above that big hyperplanes need not always contain small ones 
did not actually indicate how to construct any examples. We shall do that 
here. Roughly there are two cases: 
(I) there is an infinite tower of fields between K and L; 
(II) L contains a transcendental over K. 
Constructions for simplified versions of these two cases are given below. 
The methods could be extended to give a more constructive (but less lucid) 
proof of fact (A). However, to obtain the full strength of Theorem 1 
constructively would be quite tedious. 
Case I: There is a tower K = K, of K, of K, c . * . of fields with 
f 
L= iy K. 
n=O 
For each n > 1, select a basis B, of K, over K,,_ r with 1 E 9,. Let P, denote 
all products of the form 
b,. . . b, where b,EB,, i=l,..., n. 
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ThenP=P,U.*.UP,U.*. isabasisofLoverKandlEP.I_.ety:L+K 
be the coordinate functional at 1, and let u(X) be the sum of all coordinates 
of X with respect to the basis P. 
Let V= L X L, and define a K-hyperplane 
We claim that fi contains no point of the form (1, y). Indeed, suppose 
(1,y)~H. For n large enough, YE&&. Choose any b#l in I$,+,. By the way 
P was constructed, 
a(by)=a(y)=y(l)=l. 
But since y(b) =O, b(1, y) is not in H. 
It is now easy to see that only (0,O) is in A. Indeed, if (0, y) E H and y #O, 
then y-‘(O,y)@H. If (x,y)EH and x#O, then X-‘(x,y)@fi. Thus H con- 
tains no L-hyperplane. 
Of course, what the argument really shows is that y and u are L-indepen- 
dent in L*. 
Case II: If L = K(t), the field of rational functions over K, extend the set 
P={t":n=O, +1,+2 ,.**> 
to a basis of L over K. (This could be done explicitly using partial fraction 
expansions.) Let y again be the coordinate functional for 1, and let u(y(t)) be 
the sum of the coefficients of all powers of t in the expansion of y(t). Define 
V and ;Ti as above. 
If 23 contains a nonzero point, it will contain one of the form ( p(t), Q( t)) 
where p and q are polynomials. Again p # 0 or we could obtain the absurdity 
(0,l) E H. Suppose p has degree n with leading coefficient a#O. Since H 
contains t-“( p(t). q( t)), we get 
a=y(t-“p(t))=u(t_“q(t))=u(q(t)). 
But since H also contains t-“-‘( p(t),q(t)), we get 
o=y(t-“-‘p(t))=u(q(t))=a, 
a contradiction. 
It is interesting to note that Case II does not use the axiom of choice and 
Case I requires it only if deg(K,,, K,,_ i) is infinite for some n and the basis I?,, 
is not explicitly available. Thus the existence of big hyperplanes which 
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contain no smaller ones does not, in general, depend on the axiom of choice. 
However, as the referee has pointed out, an example in the case that L is the 
reals and K is the rationals does not seem to be available constructively 
because of the lack of a constructable basis in this case. 
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